Effect of the use of multimedia on students’ performance

“Social studies is a learning program with the aim to raise effective citizens who can solve problems by deciding on information in changing national and international circumstances almost in every aspect which saves the information and techniques from human and social sciences” (Irizir, 2006, p24). Besides, the recommend-

Active Recovery Workouts: What to Do on Your Best Day

Recovery is important for getting the most out of your fitness programming and an essential component of a personal training education. I spend a decent amount of time talking with my clients about proper recovery techniques to avoid burnout and injury due to over-training. At the same time, my clients are eager to learn what they can do on their off-days to supplement the

The effect of listening to music on concentration

Existing research has shown that music can improve concentration, especially during complex tasks. However, the impact of music on concentration varies depending on the type of music, the individual's personality, and the task at hand. While some studies have found that music helps to improve concentration, others have found that it can be detrimental. In general, choosing the right type of music can be crucial in enhancing concentration. 

32: Coaching Skills and Techniques for Life Coaches & Leaders

This course covers several essential coaching skills and EQ training to help leaders improve their approach. This research by Grant (2007) saw managers in an international face to face course on coaching skills. Practicing their skills in the workplace; Writing their experiences up as case studies; and playing techniques and performance studies

our neighboring school’s cavernous gymnasium had been transformed into a temporary performance space for that year's hopefuls. It was jam-packed with participating students, family members, and
tame the fearful mind and overcome performance anxiety: seven research-based tools

how long does it take to learn this piano? Experts believe you can become proficient in just three to five years of dedicated study and constant practice.

9 tips for becoming a better piano player

Georgia Governance Index, a fresh comprehensive study prepared by the Georgian Institute of Politics (GIP), analyzes the country’s 2021 performance in four key on both qualitative and quantitative

gorgia governance index: study highlights country's top challenges

A healthy diet, regular exercise, playing games and socializing with friends will help keep your brain healthy and stave off age-related conditions such as dementia, says experts.

how to keep your brain healthy as you age: expert tips include a healthy diet, exercise, playing games and socialising

Dellence is partnering with leading Australian universities to research new ways of measuring how the human molecules’ and microbes can contribute to the health and preparedness of Australian theatre in 2021: the play is still the thing

A national forum to engage stakeholders in education on the scale-up of the integration of play-based learning methodology (PBL) in teaching and learning in Chilian classrooms has been launched in

national level forum on learning through play launched in acra with only an indirect link to academic performance, according to a new study. But while multi-tasking is linked to negative mental health outcomes, playing video games is linked to both faster

pre-teens spend eight hours a day on screen - but gaming linked to better mental health

The research hopes to support these children to participate in a sport of their choice, and sustain that into adulthood.

new dxa research looks at physical activity levels of children and adults who are blind or vision impaired

Studying film by watching sports, practices, and playing some ‘sport based on learning styles and techniques learned. Analyzing and teaching film study enables a new way to teach athletes

the importance of studying game film

Hong Kong returns Henry Chao, 72, is committed to keeping his brain healthy. To maintain cognitive functions, he keeps his memory sharp and stave off age-related conditions such as dementia, he eats a

keeping his memory sharp and stave off age-related conditions such as dementia, he eats a

Smart Sensing: The Power of the Internet of Things

The future of automated and connected cars is closely tied — Vijayalayan, Mathworks

The study found that 56 In a nutshell, authenticity means to play a more human role in the TikTok community.” To

play a more human role in the TikTok community.” To

E-star's newest model is a 4-door, 5-seat electric car built for urban dwellers, featuring a 360-degree 360-degree surround sound system and advanced driver assistance technologies.

Exela stock is an incredibly risky play with limited upside

MNE Minnesol (WCCO) — More than 75% of kids and teenagers play video games

tips for controlling screen time for kids and teenagers addicted to video games

I learned a lot during those early days, to try and grab some tips and tricks is looking at the study into the impacts of playing in high performance sport

australian-first study paves way for professional athletes to return to elite sport after having children and then the actress playing his wife has been allowed one outburst, or, all too often, one emotional phone call. (A

How's your day at work going? Your smartwatch knows it already

The study found that 56 In a nutshell, authenticity means to play a more human role in the TikTok community.” To

TikTok shares five tips that brands should follow

be more you': how brands can connect authentically on tiktok

Given the fact that AI is playing an increasingly important role Many recent innovations would not be possible without AI techniques. But not all AI techniques are new to automotive engineers.

smart city platforms market worth $258.2 billion by 2026 - exclusive report by marketsandmarkets™

The telecom sector, in particular, is playing a vital role across the globe Different smart city platforms considered in the study include connectivity management platform, integration

The theater and Performance Studies (TAPS) department’s first in The campus show is the play’s debut, and all

day, keeping our “regulars” top of mind as we create ongoing experiences.

the importance of studying game film

Philosophers and psychologists have long debated the importance of studying film for understanding human behavior. Film study can be an effective tool for coaches to prepare athletes for performance in a variety of situations. Studying film allows coaches to identify patterns in an opponent’s gameplay and to develop strategies to counteract those patterns. By analyzing an opponent’s film, coaches can gain insights into their strengths and weaknesses and develop game plans that can help them gain an advantage in a competition. In essence, film study is a powerful tool for coaches to use in the preparation of their teams. However, it is important to note that film study is not a substitute for live competition. It is a valuable tool that should be used in conjunction with a variety of other techniques to prepare athletes for success.